ONESOURCE™ Determination for Microsoft Dynamics AX

Industry standard for sales and use tax, VAT, and GST

When you buy or sell goods and services around the world every day, you need smart, precise tax determination for every transaction. With a seamless integration to Microsoft Dynamics AX, Thomson Reuters ONESOURCE Determination drives intelligent tax automation across critical tax and finance workflows, from determination through final remittance and compliance. Our best-in-class tech, unmatched experience, and superior global tax content helps businesses of all shapes and sizes confidently manage sales and use taxes, VAT, and GST in the face of today's needs and tomorrow's unknowns.

ONESOURCE Determination delivers on today’s need for simplified automation and stronger intelligence with a platform designed for the ever-changing future of tax. This scalable solution is tightly integrated into your existing sales and purchasing processes, so you can better manage your tax requirements and gain a complete view of your transactional tax liability from a single, unified platform. It’s a smarter end-to-end tax management solution; a personalized digital tax officer analyzing each and every invoice and ensuring your customers will get tax right the first time, every time.

Here's how it works: When a sales or purchasing transaction occurs in Microsoft® Dynamics AX, the ONESOURCE integration automatically sends a request to our patented tax determination engine. In milliseconds, the engine intelligently calculates the exact tax and sends the tax decision back to Microsoft Dynamics AX to be included on the transaction. Now it's easier than ever to automate sales tax for your company with a scalable, flexible solution that seamlessly integrates with Dynamics AX workflows.
Verified Security
ISO 9001 and ISO 27001 certified compliant

Reduce Coding and Changes
Up to 90% reduction in system maintenance

Turnkey Reporting
Automated compliance supporting e-filing, SII, SAF-T, SPED, and more

Powered by Trusted Global Tax Research
SSAE 18 and ISAE 3402 compliant and up-to-date

Complete With Logic and Rates
Intelligently applies correct tax treatment

Unparalleled Flexibility
Flexibility and control to solve complex problems

Best Product Taxable Coverage
Optimized for your business with the products you need

Exemption Certificate Management
Includes customer portal

Extendable
Easily add data to be evaluated and used for tax calculation and reporting

Latest Technology
Reliable, secure cloud platform accessible anytime, anywhere

tax.thomsonreuters.com/en/onesource/indirect-tax/microsoft-dynamicsax-integration